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Although it is commonly assumed that lifting with ffexed knees and the trunk erect

will lead to reduced compressive force on the low back, the benefits are only realizd
when the load can be lifted between the knees, i.e. close to the body. Moreover, the
assumption has often been based solely on an analysis of the initial lifting posture,
ignoring the inertial lorces due to aeelerations of the body and the load.- 

For this study a biomechanical sagittal planc model was devcloped to take full
account of dynamic factors, based on dircct recordings of body movemcnts,
accelerations of the load and forces at the fect.

Twenty subjects lifted a 15 kg box from a l0cm high shelf to knuckle height with
four lifting tchniques: leg lift, back li& load kinetic lift" and trunk kinetic lift.In the
'kinctic'lifts the subjects triod to usc the kinetic encrgy of the horizontally moving
load or the vertically moving body, respativcly, in ordcr to reducc the spinal load.

Whcn the pcak compressions werc considercd the leg lift produced least strcss. .

The compression x time intcgral over the aocclcrative phasc of the lift, relating thc
total strcss of a lifl was smallest in thc back lift.

The results of the load kinctic lift did not difrer markedly from the'non-kinetid
lifts, but the trunk kinetic lift was clearly the most stressful of the techniques studied .

l. Introduction
Safety training in industry has for many years emphasized the presumed advantage

of lifting with the trunk erect" using the muscles of the lower limbs, in order to reduce

lumbosacral compressive loading. That this method requires a greater expenditure of
energy because of the vertical displacement of a greater proportion of the body weight

is clearly establishod (Frederick 1959, Aquilano 1968, Garg and Hqrrin 1979).

The biomechanical advantage of using the lower limb muscles as prime movers only
pertains when the lifting technique allows the load to be lifted close to the body in order
to minimize the horizontal distance between the load and the low back. There are

therefore obvious disadvantages in training people to hse their knees' for lifting,
without qualification.

Grieve (1974) and Troup(LgTTlcompared stoop-lifting, using extended knees, with
crouch-lifting, using flexed knees, by means of a force platform and accelerometers on

the load lifted. They found that with the crouch-lift the force at the feet reached a peak

l00-200 ms before the peak force at the hands. During this phase the body was storing
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kinetic energy; but this did not occur during stoop-lifting when the forces at hands and
feet coincided.

The experiments reported here were undertaken with the aim of developing a
method for estimating the lumbosacral compressive forces induced in different
techniques of lifting. Hitherto, most biomechanical models forcalculating lumbosacral
compression have been static (for example, Martin and Chaffin 1972, Ayoub et al.
1980). Ayoub and El-Bassoussi (1978) incorporated mathematical simulation of
acceleration in their model to introduce a dynamic element. For thesc experiments a
sagittal plane model was developed to take full accoirnt of dynamic factors, based on
data on body movements, accelerations of the load, and forces at the feet.

L Methods
To evaluate the spinal stress a biomechanical model was used employing direct

recording of the movements of the body, the acceleration of the load and the force at the
feet.

2.L. Body mot)ements
The movements of the body were recorded with a Sclspot movement monitoring

system. Thc system consists of infra-red light-cmitting diode (LED) markers fired one
at a timc with a high firing rate, a special camera with an optoelectronic scnsor that
identifies the centrc-poiat of cach light-craission, and a control unit that ontrols the
firing of thc LEDs and convcrts the train of pulses from the canera to x- and y-
coordinate signals on separatc pairs of channels corresponding to each marker. To
record thc movements of the body in the sagittd plane four markers were used,
attachod by double adhesive tapc on the knuckle of the middle finger and'on the
shoulder, hip and ankle. All marksrs wcrc on the right side.

A sccond-order Butterworth low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency of 20 Hz was
used for each channel.

22. Load mouerments

Acceleration of the load was rccorded with two tri-axial accelerometers (Entran
EGA3-125), one attached on the front and the other on the rear of the box to be lifted.

2.3. Force at tlu feet
The forccs exerted to the ground by thc fect were recordod using a force platform,

originally 40 x 4O crn, but extcnded with an extension board to 60 x 60 cm to allow
separation ofthe feet. The platform was constructcd with strain gauges according to the
principles described by Terekhov (1974) to record the vertical foroe and the coordinates
of the centre point of the force.

2.4. Comryter
An ABC80 microcomputer was used for the collection and proessing ofdata. The

computer has Zilog's 280 entral unit, and 64 kbytes'memory, of which 32 kbytes were
reserved ficr the operating system and basic interpreter etc., leaving 32 kbytes for the
uscr's program.

The programs were written in BASIC language except for the data collection
program where spced requirements led to the usc of a machine language subroutine.
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25. Data collection
The signals were sampled with a 12 bits A/D converter at the rate of l00samples/s.

After recording 250 samples (i.e. for 2'5s) of each signal the data were transferred to a
floppy disk for subsequent analysis.

2.6. Biomeclwnical model of lumbosacral compression

The analysis of biomechanical forces and torques was based on the 'free-body-
diagram'technique. Only two body-scgments w€re used in the model: the upper limbs
(scgment l), and the trdnk above Lslsl level including the neck and head (segment 2).
When lifting from floor tö knuckle-height the elbows remained almost fully extended,
thus justifying treatment of the upper limb as a single segment.

Estimation of the location of the LslSl discdepends on trunk/thigh angle.In order
to derive this anglg the position of the knec had to be calculated, based on data from
hip and ankle markers. For this purposc it was assumed that when standing erecf thÖ

knee was equidistant from hip and ankle.
The location ofthe lumbosacrd disc was determined using the same assumptions as

Ayoub and McDaniel (1971): that the petvis does not rotate during the first 27" of
forward bending the initial bending coming from the spine.Thcy assumcd that after
ZT',rotation of the pelvis accounts for two thirds of the motion and the spine for the
rest. The distance from the hip to the disc was assumed to be l9'2% of the distance
between the hip and the shoulder.

Anthropometric tables derived from the data of Dempster (1955) were used to
determine the weightq centres ofgravitn and moments of inertia of the upper limbs as

well as of the trunk, head and neck (lVintcr 1979).To determine these anthropometric
variables I'icr segmentZwe assumed 65'5%of thc wcight of the trunk to be above the

L5lSl level.
After determining the oentre-points and angles of the body segmentq the linear

(horizontal and vertical) and angular accelerations were obtained as the scond
derivatives of the positions and angles. Besides the filtering describcd above a sliding
avcrage of eight successive samples of the position signats was usod to make the

calculations of accelerations satishctorily.
The force-torque analysis began from segment l. The compondnts of the reactive

force across and the torque around the shoulders (Fr', F", T) were obtained from
equations (1H3):

F.r: ffiLoLr*m1a1o (1)

F"t:mu(g * autl*m{g * att) Q)

T,:mu(g*ar.r)xr *mya6rr*mJg*ary)xi*mpir*I1c1 (3)

where

rrtL:mass of the load; :

rrrr:mass Of Segment l;
aLoeLy:horizontal and vertical aeclerations of the load;
arnary:horizontal and vertical aeelerations of scgment l;

g:ac*eleration due to gravity;
xr,.pr:horizontal and vertical distancc from the knuckle to the shoulder;
x'1,1't: horizontal and vertical distance from the centre of gravity of segment I

to shoulder;
/r:Iroment of inertia of scgment I around the shoulders;
dr:itngUlar acceleration of segment l.
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The components of fore and torque affecting thc L57S I disc (Fo'' For, ?il are computed
in a similar way, replacing the effects of the external load with the force and torque at
the shoulder:

For: F., * ttt2lz,

Fuy: Fq*m2(g * a2y)

(4)

(5)

?i: 4+ F,"l2* Fuyr*mz(g*a2rl/r*m2arSfr* 12u,2 (6)

where f2 is the moment of inertia of the whole trunk * head * neck around L5Äl; thc
other parameters'corresponding to those previously defined, with index 2'showing the
body segment.

In order to have the musculoskeletal system in control the back muscles must create
a torque equat and opposite to ?i.The main extensor of the back is the erector spinae
muscle group which acts upon the spine with a lever arm of about 5 crn. Thus the
muscle forcc required, F-, is obtained by dividing the torque by O05 m:

F-: 7i&05 m (7)

The total comprcsion at L5lS l, F., is obtained by combining the effects of muscle
forces and rcactive forccs taking into account their directions:

F":F-aFrrsing*F5rcosg (8)

wherc A is the angle of the trunk from horizontal.
To asscss the potcntid risks to the spine arising from comprcssion, two paramcters

werc usod: thc pcak during a lift and the fore x timc integral over the pcriod when the
aeleration of the load was positive.

The starting point for this integral was determinod as soon as vertical acceleration
exooeded Ol m/s2. This did not causc a big srror, because the acceleration of the load
increased very rapidly at thc bcginning of thc lift up to about 44m/s2 and then
decreasod rapidly prior to deceleration.

Similarly the inertial lores at the feet were estimated both in terms of the pcak value
and the forcc x time integral. The gravitationd portion of the force at the feet was
removed by subtracting the weights of the subject and the load from the force platfornt
outpu! leaving the inertial portion of the force. The integral was taken over the positive
inertial force period.

2.7 . Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was based on one recording of each technically correct lift

from each subject. The results of each technique weFe compared to the three other
techniques in pairs using the paired t-test.

The statistical analysis was performed for thc following variables: peak vertical
velocity of the load, pcak force at the feet, foroe x time integral at the fect" spinal
compression peak and compression x time integral. C-ompression peaks and compres-
sion integrals were also analysed as corrected for body weight and compression peaks
for lifting velocity.

3. Subjeca
The subjects of the study were 20 males. Their ages were 20*4'2 years (mean 28'3,

sd 5'7), heights l*l97cm (mean L77.9, sdGq, and weights 6O-94kg (mean 72'4,
sd 8'3).
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None of the subjects had rently suffered from back trouble and none had
undergone spinal surgery.

During the experiments the subjects wore normal trousers and shoes, but no shirt.
Shoes with high heels were prohibitcd-the limit value was 2cm.

4. Procedure
For all observations subjects stood on the force platform and lifted a box (30 x 30

x 30cm) from a shelf lOcm above the platform. Its handles were sct 12cm from the

basc and the total weight was 15 kg.
Four lifting techniques were studied: back lift (BL), leg lift (LL), load kinetic lift

(LKL) and trunk kinetic lift (TKL) (figure). BL was carried out with straight knees,

flexed hips and bent back. LL was pcrformed with ffexed knees and hips, and straight
back.In the kinetic lifts the kinetic energy ofeither the horizontally moving load or the

vertically moving trunk was used.In LKL the box was pulled horizontally towards the

body and then swung upwards.In TKL the hips were first moved vertically before the

shoulders and the box.
The position of the feet were sct to enable the box to be liftod vertically as close to

the body as possible. For this purposc the toes were f5crn under the shelfdepcnding
on individual factors, while the front cdges of the box and the shelfwere level with each

othcr except in LKL where the box was about 40cm in &ont ofthe fect. For all four lifts,
the fcct wcrc side by sidg 2f30cm apart to get a stable posturg and to enable lifting
bctwen thc knees in all but BL.In BL, flexion of the knccs up to 15" was allowod, if a
subject coutd not grasp the box with straight knees without discomfort in the

hamstrings.
Beforeexperimcntal obscrvations were begun all subjects underwent training in the

fourlifting techniques to ensure that they pcrformed asdescribed above.The recording
pcriod was sct at 2.5s for each lift, ensuring that no subject lifted unduly slowly.

LEG
LIFT

BACK
LIFT

TRUNK
KINETIC
LIFT

LOAD
KINETIC
LIFT

The lifting techniques of the study.
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Adequate rest-periods were given after training and betwecn obscrved lifts to avoid the
onset of fatigue. Prior to the lift, subjects stood erect. Then on hearing thc starting
signal they stooped or squattod, and then lifted the box without delay but at normal
lifting speeds. One of us (H.S.) observed the lift to ensure that it was pcrformed preciscly
as described and taught. Two lifts of each technique were recorded, but only one of
them was used for the statistical analysis.

5.1. peak oertical load ueloci'ty 
5' Results

The mean pcak velocities for all lifts were in the range l'25-l'29 ms- I and did not
differ significantly (table l).

52. Peakforce at the feet
Table 2 shows the peak vertical forces at the fect. LL produccd significantly greater

forces than the others (p<O001 for each pair), while there were no significant
differences bctween the other three.

53. Forcextimc integral at thefeet
The force x time integrals at the feet are prescnted in table 3. The integral was

smdlest in BL and greatest in LL and LKL which did not differ significantly from each
other.

Tablc l. Pcak vcrtical load velocity (rns-t).

Significancc lcvclt

Mean Sd Median Min Max LL LKL TKL

BL
LL
LKL
TKL

1.28
1.28
r.25
r.29

ot4 t.25 1.05
ol5 1.27 l.0l
ol5 r-22 t.02
o2l 1.33 086

I.53 NS NS NS
1.60 Ns NS
t.49 NS
t-57

t NS: non-signifrcant.

Table 2. Peak inertial forcc at thc fcct (N).

Significancc levelt

Mean Sd Median Min Max LL LKL TKL

BL
LL
LKL
TKL

68
t05
43

145

221
353
253
r96

r68
r85
183
lll

433
690
379
557

tft NS
rat

NS

NS
ttf t

24
362
255
258

t NS-non-significant. tttpcO00l.
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Table 3. Inertial forcc x timc inregrat at thc fcet (Ns).

60r

Significancc levelt

Mean sd Modian Min Max LL LKL TKL

BL
LL
LKL
TKL

61.6
l l8-6
u t.6
81.7

13.3
24.4
264
28.4

91.7
t67-7
1995
r39.8

ata
NS

*t

':a'}
arla

59.t 36-4
1207 75.4
1068 73-5
75-4 42-2

tNS:non-significant. "p<O01.'rttp<O001.

5.4. Peak compression
The calculated compressive force peaks are shown in table 4. The average peaks

werc smallest in LL and greatest in TKL, but there was no significant difference
between LL and LKL. LL had the lowest peak for I I subjectg l,Kl, for 4, BL for 3, and
TKL for 2 subjects.

5.5. Compressionx time integral
The integrals of thc L57Sl compression over the accelerative phase of the lift are

shown in table 5. The average integral was smallest in BL and greatct in TKL. BL had
the lowcst integral for l0 subjectg LKL for 6, and LL for 4 subjects, but TKL for none.

The means and standard deviations ofthedurations of the accelerative phases were
427 + 58 ms in 81485 t 52 ms in LL, 481 + 69 ms in LKL, and 482 t 70 ms in TKL. BL
differed significantly from the other three (pc00l).

Table 4. Peak compression at L5Äl (|t).

Significance levelt

Mean Sd Mcdian Min Max LL LKL TKL

NS
aaa
aa

a

NS
7952 .f
7805
7W
8007

6365 824
5866 807
M2 868
6D 867

&?2 457r
5842 46'57
5905 46t9
6796 4967

BL
LL
LKL
TKL

t NS: non-significant. 'p <O05. t. p <O01. ..t p <O00l.

Table 5. Compression x time integral (Ns).

Significance lcvelf

Mean Sd Median Min Max LL LKL TKL

BL
LL
LKL
TKL

2268
24t7
2451
2770

2263
2329
2563
2733

tl

NS
360
425
390
43

r7t6 3003
1609 3296
t773 3039
t9/t7 3579

arla
3tr
tt||

t NS:non-significant. ipcO05.'rrpcO00l.
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5.6. Correctionsfor body weight ad lifting uelocity
The differen@s between lifting techniques in peak compression were unchanged

when corrected for body weight and lifting velocity. The same applies for the
compression x time integrals when corrrcted for body weight.

6. Discussion
The results of this study have depended prirnarily on the development of a new

dynamic model for assessing lumbosacral compression. The model has first been
applied to lifting tasks in which motion of the body and load was restricted to the
sagittal plane and in which truncal rotation and lateral rotation of the load have been
avoided. A further practical limitation was imposed by the length of the force-plate
(60cm), so preventing movement of the feet during the lifting action. Secondly, the
results reported here have depended on ensuring the kinematic distinctions betwecn
lifting methods. The load was therefore comparatively light and all four lifts were
carefully monitored and recorded only when succcssfully performed. That the training
proved satisfactory is reflected in thc similarity of lifting velocities for all lifts.

Movements of the body and load during lifting are relatively slow and the
magnitude of'kinetic energy developed is small in comparison to the increasc in
potential energy. In the leg-lift thc increase in potential energy is clearly greater than in
the back lift because of the vertical displaccment of a larger proportion of body weight
resulting in grcater licres at the fect in both leg and load-kinetic tifts. But with the
back-lift the posture of thc trunk aocounts for the higber levels of spinal compression.
Yct this differcncc is marginal and would be lost were the load to be lifted at a greater
horizontal distance from the low back rathcr than bctwecn the knecs.

In the load-kinetic lift the horizontal motion ofthe load was translated into vertical;
requiring activity in the flexor muscles of the shoulder and elbow and in the trunk
extensors, so ac@unting for the relatively higb pcaks and force x time integrals. This is
a clear disadvantage though it is possible that if the load can be drawn horizontally to
bring it into closc enough contact with the body to diminish the vertical force at the
hands, this disadvantage might be overcome.

In the trunk-kinetic lift the potential energy developed is comparable tothat in the
leg-lift as the initial posture is the same. The peak forcc at the feet" howevcr, was less
than for the leg lift becausc the vertical displacement of the body produd by knee
extension preceded that of the load and the upper part of the body whereupon the
action was similar to the back lift.Inasmuch as the force x time integral was higher in
the trunk kinetic lift than in the back-li& this probably arose from the greater duration
of the former.

The peak L5lSl compressions in the leg lift and the back lift were about 70/" and
LA0% higher, respectively, than the figures intrapolated from the statistical data of
Garg and Herrin (1979). The big differences are not only the result of the dynamic
effects, but a part of them arises from the exclusion of the intra-aMominal pressure in
our model. The inclusion ofdynamic effects has a greater influence in the back lift than
in the leg lift,leading to the opposite order between the two lifting techniques in these
two studies.

The peak compression was clearly greater in the trunk kinetic lift than in the leg lift
and this is of practical significance to training. The unqualified teaching of the alleged
advantage of 'using the knees' to lift is of potential value for the lower back only if it
leads to a reduction in peak values and duration of the compression. Such teaching can
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readily prove fruitless if the load is lifted in front o[ or bcside the knees: thereby either
increasing the horizontal distancc between load and low back or inducing truncal
torque. The potential advantages may also bc negated if 'using the knees'fails for want
of knee-extensorstrength. Davis et aI.(1965)demonstrated thatas themagnitudcof the

load for the legJift was increased there was a tendency to employ a lifting technique
which increasingly rescmbled the trunk-kinetic lift of this study.

Thesc are preliminary results using the new dynamic model for lumbosacral
compression. Further studies will be made using a longer force platform for a greater

variety of lifting methods, and including m@surements of intra-aMominal prcssure in
order to improve the dynamic model.

Bien qu'il soit gönåralement admis qu'un soulÖvement avec les genoux flechis et lc troncdroit
entraine une räuction des forccs compressives dans la rÖgion lombairc bassc, il faut savoir quc le

båneficc n'est realisc que lorsqu'il est possible dc soulevcr une charge entre les genoux, c'est-ådire
le plus pres du corp6. C-cttc röglc cepcndant n'est souvent basce quc sur I'analysc de la posture
iniiiale pour le soulövcmen! ignoran! dc cc fait lcs forces d'incrtic dues aux aeålerations du
corps et de la charge. Dans ettc åtude un modåle biomåcanique dans lc plan sagittd a Ötå ålaborÖ
pour tenir comptc pleinement des facteurs dynamiqucs basc sur ltnregistrement direct des

mourrcmcnts du orpq des aclårations de lä charge ct des forccs au niveau dcs pieds. Vingt
zujcts devaient soulever une boite de 15 kg dcpuis unc hauteur de l0crn jusqu'au nivcau de la
jointure des doigts, cn utilisant quatrc tcchniquc de soulÖvemcnt diffårcntes: soulåvement avcc

iajamb'i soulövement avec ledog soulövementcinåtiquedclaå-ge, soulÖwrncntcin6tiquc du
tronc. Dans les rculövenrcns 'cinötiqucs', lcs sujcts cssayaient d'utiliscr l'ånergic cinaique de la
charge en dcplaccmcnt horizontal ou allc du oorps co deplaccmcnt vcrtical, afin de rÖduire la
charge spinale. Lorsqubn cxamine les compressions maximaleg il apparait que lc soulÖvernent

avec la j"-b" entrainc la moindre contrainte. La valcur dc I intcgrale compression x tcmps
calculc sur la phasc d'acoålåration du soulÖverncnt par rapport å la contrainte totalg cst

minimalc pour le soulövernent avec le dos. L,cs resultats pour lc soulÖvemcnt cinåtique dc la
charge ne-diftraicot pas forterncnt dc ccux pour lcs soulÖvemcnts bon cinåtiques', mais lc
soulövement cinötique ayec lc tronc est apparu comml le plus contraignant parmi les tcctrniques
åtudiÖ6.

Es wird alar allgemein angenommen, da8 L^astenheben mit angewinkelten Knien und

aufgcrictrtctem Rumpf zur Roduktion dcr Druckkräftc im untcrc,lr Röckenbcrcich liihrt; diesc

Vortcilc können jdoch nur dann entstehen, wenn dic Last arischen den Knien und nahe am

Körper gehoben werden kann. Dariibcr hinaus basiert diesc Annahme häufig lediglich auf ciner

enaiysc-aer Ausgangskörpentellung beim Heben, die infolge v9n- Bcschleunigungcn des

Köricrs und der 
-I$t wirkcndcn Träghcitskräftc blciben unbcriicksichtigt. Ftir vorliegendc

Untårsuchung wurdc ein biomechanirchcs Modell in dcr Sagrttalcbenc cntwickclt" das die

dynamischcn Faktoren voll beriicksichtigt und direkt ermittclte Körpcrbcwegungcn,

Bcschfeunigungen der l-ast und FuBkräfte verwcndet.Zwanzig Vcrsuchspersoncn hoben eincn

15 kg schweren Behätter von eincm l0crn hohen Regal aul dje Hohendifferenz von

Fingergelenkcn mit vier unterschiedlichcn Hebetechnikcn: Bcinhub Röckenhub, kinctischem
L,asrcnhub und kinetischem Rumpfhub. Bci dcn 'kinetischcn' Htibcn haben die
Versuchspcrsonen versucht, die kinetischc Energie dcr horizontalen I-astbcwegung bzw. der
vertikalen Körperbewegung zur Verminderung der spinalen Bclastung zu verwenden. Die
Spitzendruckkråftc wurden beim Hub mit dan Beinen am niedrigslen. D1 Integral Druckkraft
malZ*itwar liir die Bcschlcunigungsphasc dcs Hebens im Verhältnis zur Gesamtbclastung beim
Hcbcn am niedrigsten beim Röckenhub. Die Ergcbnisse des kinetischen Lastenhebens wcisen

keine erwähncnswerten Unterschiede zu den 'nichtkinetischen' Fällcn aul, allerdings liihrte das
kinetische Hebcn mit dem Rumpf von allen untersuchten Techniken eindeutig zu gröBten
Bclastungen.
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